2000 mustang crate engine

When something works as well as the Windsor-based small-block Ford V-8, you just can't throw
it on the heap of history when the next great thing comes out. From its earliest version in ci
form for compact cars in , to its final days as a ci and ci truck engine in , the Windsor V-8
small-block punches well above its weight from the standpoint of efficiency, compactness, and
cost. With millions built over the decades, they're ubiquitous, simple, and inexpensive. If you're
a Ford person, why use anything else? Because of their prevalence, there are a lot of
small-block Ford crate engines to choose from. There are two basic flavors of Windsor V
short-deck and tall-deck. The short-deck versions 8. Because the added deck height of the ci
makes it both wider and taller, your choice of Windsors may simply be a matter of using the one
that fits best. Except for race-spec versions with 2. Neither is ideal, with the small 2. That said,
there's plenty of margin within those limits at the price we've selected. High-output Windsors
for racing would need a 2. So what does the ideal Windsor crate engine have under the hood?
Before we dive into our 10 favorite low-cost options, we want to show you a very realistic
short-deck, short-block from Ford Performance. We're using the ci Ford Performance M
short-block here to illustrate what the perfect, no-compromise Windsor crate engine looks like.
Our baseline crate engine is a short-block, meaning you're on the hook for supplying the
induction heads, intake, carb or EFI, ignition, oil pump, pan, and valvetrain. In our experience, a
short-block provides the most fun for the DIY hot rodder who likes to tinker. You can select and
assemble the FP ci with your own breathing components, and based on the beefcake of the
underlying short-block, there won't be any limitations to the amount of power you opt for. The
Ford Performance ci is a stroker, meaning its longer 3. A forged crankshaft, full-floating forged
pistons, forged rods, and beefier brand-new Boss block make it a serious player for big power,
and with the right choice of induction, it can fit into the most competitive drag ranks. There is a
price to pay, however, as none of this strength comes cheap. Still, the short-block price will
allow you to build it in stages as money allows. Your main savings will be in quality parts and
precision machine work and assembly that comes with Ford's own official stamp of
approvalâ€”something you'll appreciate long after you write the check. Source: Ford
Performance. According to Xtreme, their "5. Xtreme goes on to state their is "much more than a
rebuilt short-block, this engine has been completely remanufactured with upgraded parts,"
citing their thorough inspection, machining, and assembly processes. Also of interest: Xtreme
states they reserve the right not to sell the product to a customer who does not have a core. We
could find no specifics on Xtreme's website regarding individual components pistons, rods,
bearings, rings, crankshafts , so this is one you'll want to thoroughly vet before you pull the
trigger. If it's true, it's a helluva deal! No survey of low-cost Windsor crate engines would be
complete without checking the many vendors found on eBay. We were especially impressed by
the eBay store belonging to Wholesale-Engines. Provided you keep your expectations in check
with modest power levels, there's no reason one couldn't restore a Fox-body Mustang with one
of these. From Wholesale-Engines. It is then blasted, tumbled, and magnafluxed to ensure there
are no flaws. The block is then checked using an advanced dial bore process to prove quality.
OEM I-beam connecting rods are installed with a new set of pistons and rings. Crank is new or
freshly ground. These short-blocks are built for compression when stock 58cc heads are used.
Unlike other mass-market crate engine builders, Wholesale-Engines. Sometimes you gotta have
a no-frills replacement engine right now, and when it comes to the tall-deck W, few folks do it
better than ATK. As a bulk rebuilder, it's hard to beat ATK's scale of size when it comes to
procuring cores, buying rebuild components in bulk, and performing machining operations and
assembly at scale. Add Jegs' aggressive bulk pricing, and you've got a winner. On the
downside, there aren't any la carte options or special orders at this price point; it's all stock
rebuild stuff designed for stock power levels in a stock car. With the right oil pan, induction, and
headers, this non-roller-cam W would still make for a great swap candidate in a mild hot rod or
midsize Ford restoration but would typically be a direct fit for Ford F-Series trucks, E-Series
vans, Broncos, LTDs, and Crown Victorias and Mercury Grand Marquis. Source: Jegs. At this
price, power and torque output are just estimates, but CME maintains they spin test each engine
before shipping to verify each unit's integrity. To be honest, we were a bit shy about including
CME, as we've heard about problems directly from readers, and a check of complaints with the
Better Business Bureau shows a significant number of negative customer comments, mostly
concerning late delivery or slow customer response to paid orders. You may end up feeling
more like an investor than a customer while you're waiting! In CME's defense, finding suitable
cores at this low a profit margin when you're a small business can be a challenge, so don't
count them outâ€”just know exactly what you're getting into before you hit the "Buy It Now"
button. This flat-tappet hydraulic roller cam W crate long-block begins with seasoned, inspected
OE rods, heads, and block. The block assembly is equipped with new hypereutectic pistons,
moly rings, brass expansion plugs, and premium bearings, then topped with remanufactured

cast iron heads that have a performance multi-angle valve job, bronze guide liners, performance
valve springs, new hydraulic lifters, rocker arms, roller timing set, and a camshaft with around.
Expect approximately 9. If you're looking for a budget-oriented, sportsman-level race
short-block at s prices, we think you'll want to look hard at the Creb Engineering store on eBay.
Using a Scat cast steel crank with ARP fasteners and a host of quality machining operations
such as thermal cleaning, deck equalization, torque-plate honing, lifter-bore honing, and using
file-fit plasma moly rings, the ci short-block should easily support the claimed rating of plus hp.
Spec-wise, we're thinking it's realistically closer to hp. The ci size is ideal in that it adds a
significant boost in displacement to a 5-liter combo without sacrificing much in the way of
crankshaft journal overlap. There are a ton of induction combos out there that can support a ci
stroker to hp, and for the Fox-body fan on a budget, this nominally race-prepped short-block
will provide miles of smiles. Just remember that even though this is a race-prepped combo, the
factory block will likely be the weak point long before the cast crank, so this is a good call by
Creb for saving money on using the cast steel crank instead of an overkill forged unit. A big
thumbs-up for the forged pistons at this price point! Going to the other end of the spectrum are
ready-to-run, drop-in crate engines, which, due to their high level of readiness, tend to be more
expensive. Complete with oil pump, oil pan, camshaft, timing gear, distributor, camshaft,
valvetrain, intake manifold, carburetor, balancer, spark plugs, ignition wires, and even a water
pump, ATK's ci 8. Attention, Fox-body fans: Please note that this is not the preferred late-model
style hydraulic roller-cam core it will require a break-in period for those flat-tappet lifters , and
the HP99F takes the earlier-style ounce imbalance flywheel versus the late-model ounce unit.
The included oil pan is also the early-model front-sump style. Rated at hp and ft-lb of torque this
model comes with a verified dyno sheet , we'd have to bite on this one, given its low price. This
engine is an oddball of sorts; the photo shows a late-model split-sump pan, so it will fit in a
late-model Fox-body Mustang, but it's built from an early, non-roller-cam block, takes the
early-style ounce-inch externally balanced flywheel, and has a standard-rotation water pump, so
forget about using a late-model serpentine FEAD or EFI. We dig the fact that block cores are
hand-selected from seasoned stock, which can produce examples with as much as. A set of
large-port aluminum heads can support some decent hp, but with the caveat that blocks reach
their limit somewhere around hp, even when the best cores are selected. A retrofit hydraulic
roller cam with. These days, a power adder is almost standard fare on a Fox-body Mustang, and
with low-cost forgings available from Wiseco and Icon for scandalously low prices, we're
mystified they aren't included at this price point. Otherwise, Blue Monkey Performance has
done an excellent job speccing out this ci-based ci small-block stroker with a realistic hp rating.
Blue Monkey Performance builds every crate engine to order, and the company says it takes
eight weeks to custom build each oneâ€”a refreshing bit of honesty. We like that a set of
high-flow aluminum heads with big valves are paired with Edelbrock's proven RPM AirGap
intake and a Professional Products damper. Just add a dizzy, wires, plugs, water pump, oil
pump, pan, and a carburetor, and you're ready to run. At this level of assembly, some kind of
flat-tappet camshaft is included, but specs were not given, most likely because you'll have a
choice. You'll need to confirm with Blue Monkey Performance before ordering. As we
mentioned, ATK is one of the largest builders of crate engines, and it's not uncommon to see
the same modelâ€”in this case, the W-based mid-dress hp HP11Mâ€”advertised at several
places. Hint: ATK engines are drop-shipped from the manufacturer, so where you buy still
matters in regards to tech support and accessory pricing. This time, we're looking at a
late-model hydraulic roller-cam core yay! When fed by the included set of big-valve aluminum
Dart Pro 1 heads and Edelbrock Performer RPM intake, the advertised hp rating is an easy mark
to hit or exceed. ATK says the long-block engine also includes a distributer, valve covers,
timing, oil pan, water pump, and flexplate, making it a time- and money-saving proposition.
Gripes: There's no excuse for cast hypereutectic pistons at this price. Once again, we're dealing
with the short-deck 5-liter size and late-model roller-cam block, making it ideal for that Fox-body
Mustang needing that little something extra under the hood. The thrifty price point, however,
does make concessions in relation to our benchmark Ford Performance M short-block in the
areas of piston design cast vs. That caveat aside, think of all the cash you'll be saving with so
much stuff includedâ€”for instance, the carefree HEI-based distributor! We found the best deal
on the BluePrint at Speedway Motors. Source: Speedway Motors. Close Ad. Johnny Hunkins
Author. Source: Wholesale-Engines. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. If you have forgotten
your password, enter the Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button. We will
send you and Email with a link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and do not
have a Ford Performance Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an account
for you. The Ford Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or
speech-impaired: Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing The user

name or password did not match. Please try again. Your password was successfully changed.
Email Address. Password Click here if you forgot your password. Log In. Create Account.
Confirm Email. Password must be at least 12 characters long and contain a least 3 of the
following: Uppercase Letter Lowercase Letter Number Special Characters:! Confirm Password.
Create Account Cancel. Reset Password Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your
password could not be reset. You must pick a stronger password. Old Password. New
Password. Change Password Cancel. Parts Catalog. New Parts. Buy Now. Available PDF. Sign
in to add to wish list. This part is in your Wish List. This part has been added to your Wish List.
The latest Ford Performance 5. Unlike the factory 5. Fits Mustang GT 5. NOTE: Due to 9. Part
Type. GEN 3 5. More Information Close. Continue Go Back. Ever since the first 4. Exceptional
quality, attention to detail and great customer service have made Promar's remanufactured 4.
With over two decades of experience with the 4. Promar Engine's quality control is second to
none. Promar does not build their engines on an assembly line. We have 1 highly trained
technician build your engine from start to finish. Every engine is tested and inspected by 2
people before it leaves our facility. Our Ford 4. Some of these steps include:. Lastly, Promar
offers free round-trip shipping to commercial locations within the continental 48 states. We do
not require a core deposit, but we do require your engine core to be returned within 30 days to
validate your warranty. For pricing please use the Engine Search tools above or call us toll free
Select Year Select Make. Select Model. Select Sub Model. Select Engine. FORD 4. All machine
work is performed on fully CNC machines. Cylinders are held to tolerances of. We supply all
remaining gaskets to complete the installation. Ford 4. Fits the following vehicles Lincoln Town
Car Base 4. Head Porting Means More Horsepower. Head porting is a process for shaping or
enlarging the intake and exhaust head ports to raise combustion. This increases power and
torque dramatically. By enlarging the intake porting , there is greater air and fuel mixture for
ignition. The flow bench tests the flow of that air and fuel mixture and allows us to maximize
that mixture to raise power. It also gives valuable information for correcting any issues such as
portal design. Porting the heads should also increase miles per gallon. The volume and velocity
for each port depends on the engine and cyli
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nder head design. This one process can enable an engine to achieve much greater power at a
price that will almost pay for itself in fuel savings. Please enter the information below to ask us
an engine question or request a free quote. The Zip Code is required in order to determine your
shipping cost. Please enter any special instructions, such as shipping or other relevant
information. All orders placed outside of the United States must be paid by Wire Transfer.
Please call for details, assistance, or to discuss your engine via the phone. F Value HO 5. Ford
5. Ford Stroker Crate Engine with horsepower and ft-lbs of torque. Ford Stroker W Crate Engine
with horsepower and ft-lbs of torque. Head Porting Means More Horsepower Head porting is a
process for shaping or enlarging the intake and exhaust head ports to raise combustion. Ask Us
an Engine Question Please enter the information below to ask us an engine question or request
a free quote. Shelby GT Ford Mustang H. Ford F H. F Value HO.

